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(54) METHOD FOR PRIORITISATION OF INTRA-RAT AND INTER-RAT NEIGHBOUR 
MEASUREMENTS BY MEANS OF DELAYED SEQUENTIAL ADDITION OF NEIGHBOURS TO 
THE MEASUREMENT CONFIGURATION

(57) The present invention is related to a method for
the measurement of neighbouring cells in a cellular mo-
bile telecommunication network wherein the network de-
fines a measurement configuration including a list of
neighbouring cells to be measured by a user equipment
and which is regularly sent to the user equipment in prep-
aration of a cell handover, and wherein the network adds
at least one neighbouring cell or at least one group of

neighbouring cells to the list included in the measurement
configuration dependent on an individual measurement
processing priority of the neighbouring cell/group of
neighbouring cells and a predefined waiting time. Fur-
thermore, the invention is directed to a mobile commu-
nication network and a base station configured for the
execution of the inventive method.
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Description

[0001] The presented invention relates to the field of
cellular mobile telecommunication systems, and more
particularly to a method, base station and system for co-
ordinating the measurement of neighbouring cells.
[0002] 3rd Generation Partnership Project (3GPP) cel-
lular mobile telecommunication networks use the hando-
ver procedure as one of the methods to transfer an on-
going connection with one User Equipment (UE) from a
serving cell to a neighbouring cell to provide service con-
tinuity for a moving subscriber. The selection of the
handover target cell from the list of defined neighbouring
cells is typically based on the UE supported intra Radio
Access Technology (intra-RAT) and inter-RAT measure-
ments of the received strength and quality of signals from
neighbouring cells. Thanks to this the network can select
the most appropriate handover target cell by taking into
account the signal strength and/or quality of the neigh-
bouring cells reported by the UE. As a result, the hando-
vers to neighbouring cells which do not fulfil the minimum
signal strength/quality criteria are avoided, which in gen-
eral improves the handover success rate.
[0003] In order to inform a UE about the neighbouring
cells to be measured and reported, the network sends a
set of measurement configurations. Amongst others,
these typically contain the information about the RAT,
frequencies and physical identifiers of the neighbouring
cells, such as the Base Station Identity Code (BSIC) for
the Global System for Mobile Communications (GSM),
Scrambling Code (SC) for the Universal Mobile Telecom-
munications System (UMTS), or the Physical Cell Identity
(PCI) for 3GPP Long Term Evolution (LTE). Moreover,
a measurement configuration can also contain the con-
ditions, typically in the form of signal level and/or quality,
a neighbour cell must fulfil before a UE can include it in
the measurement report. Upon reception of the meas-
urement configuration, the UE starts performing meas-
urements on signalled RATs and frequencies and send-
ing measurement reports to the network containing in-
formation about detected neighbour cells, as defined in
the relevant 3GPP specification documents.
[0004] Cells in 3GPP mobile telecommunication net-
works typically have multiple neighbours in different
RATs using different frequencies. Generally, for each fre-
quency-RAT combination there is a distinct set of param-
eters in the measurement configuration. Once a UE re-
ceives a measurement configuration set from the net-
work, it has to perform neighbour cell measurements on
each frequency-RAT combination signalled in the meas-
urement configuration message. Due to the nature of the
measurement process, which includes frequency tuning
to a specified frequency, signal sampling and processing
of sampled data, as well as typical receiver implementa-
tions in UEs, where multiple frequency-RAT combina-
tions are processed in sequence and not in parallel, this
measurement procedure can take some time in case that
several frequency-RAT measurement configurations are

signalled. As a result, the time between the moment a
neighbouring cell fulfils the handover criteria and the mo-
ment the UE detects it and sends a measurement report
can in some situations be too long. This can lead to a
degradation of the connection performance, or even to
a connection drop. This aspect is critical especially for
fast moving subscribers at the cell border. An important
issue is that fast changing radio channel conditions can
hardly be predicted as the situation in real networks often
deviates from that modelled by radio network planning
tools. Hence identifying the best suited target cell for
handover is a key issue for improving the performance
of cellular networks.
[0005] Furthermore, the 3GPP specifications general-
ly do not provide means to instruct a UE in which priority
order to process the signalled frequency-RAT combina-
tions nor specify the time how long it can/must scan and
process one frequency-RAT combination before it moves
to the next one.
[0006] For example, the LTE technical specification
(3GPP TS 36.331 V12.8.0 (2015-12), section 5.5.3.1, ht-
tp://www.3gpp.org/) defines only a procedure which
needs to be performed "for each measId included in the
measIdList within VarMeasConfig ", however, the order
of processing of defined measIds is not defined. Further-
more, the LTE technical specification (3GPP TS 36.133
V12.8.0 (2015-07), chapter 8, http://www.3gpp.org/) de-
fines the time period within the UE has to identify and
report a detectable neighbouring cell. Yet, it is not defined
how the UE can or should split the available measuring
and reporting time between different measIds or neigh-
bours within one measId. As a result, network operators
have a very limited possibility to prioritise some neigh-
bours and/or frequency-RAT combinations over others
and thus limited control over processes such as neigh-
bour cell measurement speed, definition of preferred tar-
get frequencies/neighbours for handovers, traffic distri-
bution between frequency and RAT layers, etc.
[0007] One possible implementation based on the
3GPP LTE specifications is presented in Figure 1. In this
example, the network configures four frequency-RAT
combinations (A, B, C, and D) and signals them to a UE.
Once the UE has received the measurement configura-
tion it starts the measurement processing. In the present-
ed example, 111 indicates the processing of the first fre-
quency-RAT combination A during the processing time
T111, 112 indicates the processing of the second frequen-
cy-RAT combination B during the processing time T112,
113 indicates the processing of the third frequency-RAT
combination C during the processing time T113, and 114
indicates the processing of the fourth frequency-RAT
combination D during the processing time T114. After all
the frequency-RAT combinations A, B, C, and D are proc-
essed the procedure is typically repeated from the be-
ginning in a new measurement processing cycle, indicat-
ed by 121-124. The order of processing of the frequency-
RAT combinations A-D can be freely chosen by the UE.
Moreover, the processing time of neighbour detection on
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a specific frequency-RAT combination (T111 - T114 and
T121 - T124) is also freely chosen by the UE as long as
the time requirements from 3GPP TS 36.133 are fulfilled.
[0008] One way to overcome the problem imposed by
the 3GPP specifications is to assign different starting
points for sending measurement configurations of differ-
ent frequency-RAT combinations to the UEs. In
LTE/LTE-Advanced (LTE-A) this can be easily achieved
by using events A1 and A2 with different signal level/qual-
ity values for inter-frequency and inter-RAT measure-
ments. Frequency-RAT combinations of higher priority
are assigned a higher level/quality threshold and, as the
signal level of the serving cell decreases, the measure-
ment configurations of higher priority frequency-RAT
combinations are first signalled to the UE. As the signal
continues to decrease, the measurement configurations
of the lower priority frequency-RAT combinations are
added to the measurement configuration set. With ap-
propriate signal offsets between the A1/A2 events for dif-
ferent frequency-RAT combinations it can be achieved
that the UE has enough time to search and report neigh-
bours on higher priority frequency-RAT combinations be-
fore the lower priority neighbours are included into the
measurement configurations.
[0009] The solution is illustrated in Figure 2. The serv-
ing area of base station (BTS) 200 is denoted as cell,
and represented by the grey ellipsoid 201. The UE 202
has a connection with the network over the BTS 200, and
moves within the cell 201 along the trajectory 203 from
position Pos_A to Pos_B. As the UE 202 moves away
from the BTS 200 the received signal level/quality de-
creases due to increasing radio propagation loss. A typ-
ical curve for the received signal level/quality vs. distance
is represented by the curve 204. The BTS 200 has four
neighbouring frequency-RAT combinations defined,
namely A, B, C, D. For each frequency-RAT configuration
the network operator defines values of two parameters:
measurement priority and measurement start threshold.
In the presented case, frequency-RAT combination C
has Prio_1 and Thd_1, frequency-RAT combination A
has Prio_2 and Thd_2, frequency-RAT combination D
has Prio_3 and Thd_3, and frequency-RAT combination
B has Prio_4 and Thd_4. The values of the measurement
priorities and measurement starting thresholds fulfil the
following relation: Prio_1 > Prio_2 > Prio_3 > Prio_4, and
Thd_1 > Thd_2 > Thd_3 > Thd_4.
[0010] At the starting position Pos_A, the cell signal
level/quality received by the UE is Value_A, and is larger
than Thd_1. Once the UE starts to move along the tra-
jectory 203 the received signal level/quality reduces to a
value defined by Thd_1. At this moment, the network
sends over the BTS 200 a measurement configuration
to the UE 202 containing only the frequency-RAT com-
bination C. After receiving the measurement configura-
tion the UE 202 starts measuring neighbours on frequen-
cy-RAT combination C. If between the positions Pos_1
and Pos_2 any neighbours are detected and the require-
ments for sending a measurement report are fulfilled, the

UE 202 sends a measurement report to the network. If
no handover is executed before UE 202 reaches the po-
sition Pos_2, where the received signal level/quality
reaches the threshold Thd_2, the network adds the fre-
quency-RAT combination A to the measurement config-
uration. From this point on the UE performs measure-
ments on frequency-RAT combinations C and A. If be-
tween the positions Pos_2 and Pos_3 any neighbours
from frequency-RAT combinations C or A are detected
and the requirements for sending a measurement report
are fulfilled, the UE 202 sends a measurement report to
the network. If no handover is executed before the UE
reaches the position Pos_3, which corresponds to the
received signal level/quality Thd_3, the frequency-RAT
combination D is added to the measurement configura-
tion. From this point on the UE 202 measures the neigh-
bours on frequency-RAT combinations C, A, and D. The
whole process described above continues as the UE
moves along the trajectory and reaches position Pos_4,
where the received signal level/quality reaches threshold
Thd_4. At this moment, if no handover is executed yet,
the network adds the frequency-RAT combination B to
the measurement configuration, and the UE 202 per-
forms measurements of the neighbours on frequency-
RAT combinations C, A, D, and B.
[0011] By sequential addition of the frequency-RAT
combinations to the measurement report in the order of
their priority Prio_x (x=1...4) at specific received signal
level/quality thresholds Thd_x (x=1...4) the UEs are pref-
erentially handed over to neighbours using a higher pri-
ority frequency-RAT combination. To achieve this, it is
necessary that the difference between the thresholds of
different priorities is large enough such that the time re-
quired to detect neighbours, send the measurement re-
port and execute the handover is shorter than the time
required for the UE 202 to move from Pos_x to Pos_x+1.
[0012] However, it has to be noticed, that the prioriti-
sation will take effect only if neighbours from a specific
frequency-RAT combination are detectable directly after
this is added to the measurement configuration. Once
the UE reaches a new Pos_x and the new frequency-
RAT combination is added to the measurement config-
uration, no prioritisation between the frequency-RAT
combinations included in the measurement configuration
is possible anymore. The frequency-RAT combination
processing is the same as explained in the beginning and
illustrated in Figure 1.
[0013] The described prior art method has three major
disadvantages:

1) Different service area sizes of cell 201 for different
frequency-RAT combinations: since neighbour cell
measurements of different frequency-RAT combina-
tions start at different positions over the trajectory
(i.e. distance from the base station), UEs can be
handed over to higher priority frequency-RAT neigh-
bours at higher signal level of the serving cell than
in case of the lower priority frequency-RAT neigh-
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bours. Due to this, the effective service area of the
serving cell is smaller in case that higher priority fre-
quency-RAT neighbours are available than in the
case of only lower priority frequency-RAT combina-
tions. In the illustrated example, the handovers to-
wards the frequency-RAT combination C can be ex-
ecuted already from the Pos_1, whereas handovers
towards the frequency-RAT combination B can be
performed only from position Pos_4. Thus the serv-
ice area towards the frequency-RAT combination C,
represented by the dashed ellipsoid 221, is poten-
tially smaller than the service area towards frequen-
cy-RAT combination B, represented by the dashed
ellipsoid 224.
2) Smaller serving area size of cell 201 in case of
inter-frequency/inter-RAT cell reselection and
handovers towards cell 201: to avoid ping-pong cell
reselection and handover effects, the return to the
cell 201 can be done only if its signal level is above
a specific threshold. This is achieved by setting the
reselection/handover thresholds from cells of fre-
quency-RAT combination A-D towards the cell 201
to a value higher than the threshold Thd_x of the
highest priority frequency-RAT combination (in illus-
trated case the Thd_1). Since Thd_x of the lowest
priority frequency-RAT combination is lower limited
by the sensitivity threshold of the system, the larger
the number of different frequency-RAT combina-
tions, the higher is the value of Thd_x for the highest
priority frequency-RAT combination. This directly in-
creases the value of the cell reselection/handover
threshold from cells of frequency-RAT combination
A-D towards the cell 201, which leads to the reduc-
tion of the serving area size of cell 201 in the inter-
frequency and inter-RAT cell reselection/handover
procedures towards cell 201.
3) This method is not working if the UE establishes
a connection at low signal level of the serving cell
201: if a UE is in a poor coverage area and estab-
lishes a connection at very low signal level of the
serving cell 201, say at position Pos_B, the condi-
tions for sending measurement configurations of
several frequency-RAT combinations will be fulfilled.
In this case the UE will receive several measurement
configuration sets at the same time and no prioriti-
sation of frequency-RAT combinations is possible.
At position Pos_B in Figure 2, the UE 202 will receive
a measurement configuration containing the fre-
quency-RAT combinations A, B, C, and D, and no
prioritisation within these combinations is possible.
4) Threshold dependence on frequency band of the
serving cell: the gradient of the signal/quality vs. dis-
tance curve 204 depends on the frequency band
used by the BTS 200. For example, LTE frequencies
in the 2600 MHs band have a much higher gradient
of the curve 204 than the LTE frequencies in the 800
MHz band. As a result, for the same distance offset
between the positions Pos_x and Pos_x+1 (i.e. the

same time between additions of frequency-RAT
combinations x and x+1 to the measurement config-
uration) the absolute offset between thresholds
Thd_x and Thd_x+1 in the 2600 MHz band is much
larger than in the 800 MHz band. This additionally
increases the effect of the different cell area size, as
explained in 1).

[0014] The object of the present invention is thus to
provide a sufficient solution for the above described chal-
lenges and disadvantages.
[0015] The object is solved by the method according
to the features as defined in claim 1. Preferable aspects
of the inventive method are subject matter of the depend-
ent claims.
[0016] According to the invention a method for meas-
urement of neighbouring cells in a cellular mobile tele-
communication network is suggested wherein the net-
work defines a measurement configuration including a
list of neighbouring cells to be measured by a user equip-
ment (UE). The measurement configuration is sent, pref-
erably regularly sent to the user equipment in preparation
of a cell handover.
[0017] The present invention is based on the basic pre-
requisite that measurements of neighbouring cells in a
cellular mobile telecommunication network are per-
formed by at least one user equipment, such as a mobile
receiver adapted to communicate with the network on
the basis of a cellular mobile communication standard,
e.g. 2G, 3G, 4G or 5G of the 3GPP standard or any mod-
ification thereof.
[0018] The network adds at least one neighbouring cell
or at least one group of neighbouring cells to the list in-
cluded in the measurement configuration dependent on
an individual measurement processing priority of the
neighbouring cell/group of neighbouring cells and a pre-
defined waiting time. Definition and modification of the
measurement configuration is carried out at any device
being part of the network side under control of the network
operator. In particular, at least some of the method steps
are executed at a base station of the network.
[0019] The inventive idea introduces a priorisation of
neighbouring cells or groups of neighbouring cells for tar-
get cell measurements which are executed in state-of-
the-art technologies. This is achieved by a sequential
and delayed addition of these cells or group of cells to
the measurement configuration applied in these prior art
solutions, for instance the measldList within Var-
MeasConfig according to the LTE technical specification
(3GPP TS 36.331 V12.8.0 (2015-12), section 5.5.3.1, ht-
tp://www.3gpp.org/) or any other measurement configu-
ration as defined in the UMTS and GSM standard. In
general, with this inventory step it becomes possible to
adequately configure intra- and inter-RAT measure-
ments for particular situations according to the environ-
mental conditions in cellular mobile communication net-
works that vary in time and location. By introduction of a
first parameter, the measurement processing priority, the
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order of priority in which the neighbouring cells/groups
of neighbouring cells are included into the measurement
configuration, can be defined. A second parameter, the
predefined waiting time, realizes a penalty timer. Only
after expiry of this timer, a new neighbouring cell/group
of neighbouring cells may be added to the measurement
configuration.
[0020] According to a preferred embodiment of the
present invention a measurement processing timer is de-
fined which starts after addition of at least one neighbour-
ing cell/group of neighbouring cells to the measurement
configuration and expires after the predefined waiting
time. A new neighbouring cell/group of neighbouring cells
can only be added to the measurement configuration af-
ter the timer has already expired.
[0021] Further preferable, a measurement processing
time is individually configured for at least one neighbour-
ing cell or a group of neighbouring cells at the network
and the predefined waiting time is adjusted to the indi-
vidual measurement processing time of the neighbouring
cell/the group of neighbouring cells which has been most
recently added to the measurement configuration, in par-
ticular the timer is set to the individual measurement
processing time of the neighbouring cell/the group of
neighbouring cells recently added. As a result, the net-
work operator can control in which order the UE meas-
ures the neighbouring cells/group of neighbouring cells
as well as the time the UE has to stay on one neighbouring
cell/group of neighbouring cells before it moves to anoth-
er one by appropriate setting of the values of the inventive
parameters individual measurement processing time and
individual measurement processing priority for each
neighbouring cell/group of neighbouring cells.
[0022] It can be conceivable that the measurement
configuration is sent to the user equipment immediately
after addition of a neighbouring cell/group of neighbour-
ing cells to the measurement configuration. However, a
certain time interval can be defined, within which the
measurement configuration should be sent to the UE.
[0023] A group of neighbouring cells can be defined
by a certain combination of the frequency used by the
cells and the supported cell radio access technology.
[0024] In a further preferred aspect of the invention a
measurement modification queue may be defined at the
network to which neighbouring cells/groups of neigh-
bouring cells to be measured by the user equipment are
dynamically added. Furthermore, the method may select
the neighbouring cell/group of neighbouring cells with the
highest priority from said queue and add the selected
neighbouring cell/group of neighbouring cells to the
measurement configuration after the predefined waiting
time. In particular, all neighbouring cells/groups of neigh-
bouring cells which are requested to be added to the
measurement configuration will be enqueued in the so
called measurement modification queue.
[0025] According to one aspect of the present invention
a neighbouring cell/group of neighbouring cells is added
to the measurement modification queue while the meas-

urement processing timer is still running. In that case the
method waits until the measurement processing timer
expires before a new neighbouring cell/group of neigh-
bouring cells, which should be next added to the meas-
urement configuration, is selected.
[0026] Alternatively, if a neighbouring cell/group of
neighbouring cells is added to the measurement modifi-
cation queue the method compares the individual meas-
urement processing priority of a new neighbouring
cell/group of neighbouring cells to be added or just added
to the measurement modification queue against the in-
dividual measurement processing priority of the neigh-
bouring cell/group of neighbouring cells currently meas-
ured by the user equipment or recently added to the
measurement configuration. Preferably, the method may
immediately add said new neighbouring cell/group of
neighbouring cells to the measurement configuration if
its priority is higher than the priority of the currently meas-
ured or recently added neighbouring cell/group of neigh-
bouring cells. In particular, if a neighbouring cell/group
of neighbouring cells is added to the measurement mod-
ification queue while the measurement processing timer
is running, the method compares the priority of the neigh-
bouring cell/group of neighbouring cells just added to the
measurement modification queue (Prio_x_new) and the
neighbouring cell/group of neighbouring cells, for which
the timer is running (Prio_x_running). If Prio_x_new >
Prio_x_running the method sets the measurement
processing timer to expired, removes the neighbouring
cell/group of neighbouring cells, for which the measure-
ment processing timer was running, from the measure-
ment configuration and places it to the measurement
modification queue. The preferred aspect of the invention
assures that a neighbouring cell/group of neighbouring
cells does not have to wait for the measurement process-
ing timer to expire if its priority is higher than the priority
of the neighbouring cell/group of neighbouring cells for
which the timer is currently running.
[0027] As described above, the method may simply
add the queued neighbouring cell/group of neighbouring
cells having the highest priority to the measurement con-
figuration. According to an alternative and a further pre-
ferred aspect of the present invention before adding a
new neighbouring cell/group of neighbouring cells from
the queue to the measurement configuration all or at least
some of the neighbouring cells/groups of neighbouring
cells already included in the list of the measurement con-
figuration are temporarily deleted or at least removed
from the list of the measurement configuration. The ben-
efit of this preferred aspect is that it can be assured that
when a new neighbouring cell/group of neighbouring
cells is added to the measurement configuration, all other
neighbouring cells/groups of neighbouring cells already
included in the measurement configuration are tempo-
rarily removed from it at least for the individual measure-
ment processing time of the newly added neighbouring
cell/group of neighbouring cells. As a result, during this
time the user equipment has to measure only one and
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not multiple neighbouring cells/groups of neighbouring
cells. The preferred aspect of the invention sufficiently
solves the problem number 3 of the prior art as described
in the introductory part of the application.
[0028] In particular, the former entries of neighbouring
cells/groups of neighbouring cells included in the meas-
urement configuration may be transferred to a measure-
ment completed list at the network side. Therefore, these
entries can be kept for later reuse.
[0029] Basically, the deletion of neighbouring
cells/groups of neighbouring cells from the measurement
configuration is generally independent of this process. In
one embodiment of the invention, the deletion can be
done at any time. According to a more preferred aspect
of the invention, the deletion of neighbouring cells/groups
of neighbouring cells shall be done only when the meas-
urement processing timer has expired. Thereby, the re-
moval is coordinated with the modification of the meas-
urement configuration due to the addition of a new neigh-
bouring cell/group of neighbouring cells, which avoids
potential interruptions of the measurement process due
to measurement re-configurations. Moreover, it reduces
the network signaling load caused by these measure-
ment re-configurations. According to both aspects of the
invention it may be possible that the neighbouring
cells/groups of neighbouring cells to be deleted must also
be removed from the measurement modification queue
and the measurement completed list.
[0030] Under the above circumstances it may also be
conceivable that the neighbouring cells/groups of neigh-
bouring cells included in the measurement completed list
are copied to the measurement configuration if the meas-
urement modification queue is empty. Afterwards the
measurement completed list may be cleared.
[0031] Another preferred aspect of the invention refers
to the transmission of measurement reports from the UE
to the network. Such measurement reports include re-
sults of measurements which the UE performed for the
configured neighbouring cells/groups of neighbouring
cells (configured in the measurement configuration sent
to the UE). The measurement results regularly list at least
the measured signal strength and quality for each meas-
ured cell. Generally, the transmission of a measurement
report from the UE to the network is independent of the
measurement process. This means that a measurement
report can be sent as soon as the conditions necessary
for its transmission are fulfilled, for instance as defined
in the relevant 3GPP specification documents. This can
happen even before the measurement processing timer
has expired. After receipt of a measurement report the
network may - according to a preferred aspect - block a
change of the measurement configuration (applicable
due to the provided report) until expiry of the predefined
waiting time. Alternatively, a change of the measurement
configuration may be allowed if at least one defined con-
dition is fulfilled, in particular in case the measured signal
level and/or quality of the reported neighbouring cell(s)
is higher than a pre-defined threshold and/or the number

of detected and reported neighbouring cells of one group
of neighbouring cells during the individual measurement
processing time is higher than a pre-defined threshold.
[0032] Preferable, the measurement processing prior-
ity and/or the predefined waiting time, in particular the
individual measurement processing time, are configured
dependent on at least one of the following conditions: the
active service type of the user equipment and/or the cur-
rent location of the user equipment and/or the current
mobility of the user equipment and/or the current moving
direction of the user equipment and/or the signal strength
and quality measured by the user equipment for the cur-
rently serving cell and/or a user specific traffic profile
and/or network performance indicators in the serving cell
and/or neighbouring cell and/or the whole area where
the user equipment is located.
[0033] Differentiation of service types shall preferen-
tially be done via their Quality of Service (QoS) attributes,
i.e. Traffic Class and Traffic Handling Priority for GSM
and UMTS [3GPP TS 23.107 V11.0.0, "Quality of Service
(QoS) concept and architecture", 2012, ht-
tp://www.3gpp.org] and via its QoS Class Identifier (QCI)
for LTE [3GPP TS 23.203 V12.3.0, "Technical Specifi-
cation Group Services and System Aspects; Policy and
charging control architecture", 2013, ht-
tp://www.3gpp.org].
[0034] According to a further preferred aspect of the
invention the QoS attribute Guaranteed Bit-Rate (GBR)
or a combination with the attributes Traffic Class or QCI
shall be used to differentiate between service types for
the definition of measurement processing priority and the
individual measurement processing time, in particular a
minimum individual measurement processing time
and/or a maximum individual measurement processing
time.
[0035] Information about the current location of a UE
may be provided by way of Global Positioning System
(GPS) measurements or any similar technology based
on signal propagation times from several satellites as
well as from evaluation of the radio propagation condi-
tions, i.e. signal strength and signal quality measure-
ments in the serving cell. Preferentially a long minimum
individual measurement processing time and long max-
imum individual measurement processing time shall be
defined for UEs that are sufficiently far away from the
predicted cell border and the measurement processing
priority shall be defined such that the measurements in
the radio access technology that generally provides the
best performance are done first. For instance, measure-
ments for neighboring cells serving the upcoming fifth
generation (5G) should be performed before measure-
ment for cells supporting the LTE/LTE-Advanced (LTE-
A), UMTS and GSM standard. In particular network areas
this sequence might be different due to traffic load, prop-
agation or inter-connection aspects.
[0036] Furthermore, a short minimum individual meas-
urement processing time and a short maximum individual
measurement processing time shall be defined for UEs
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of low signal strength and quality of the serving cell. This
setting avoids call drops in poor radio conditions in which
a fast handover to any better suited cell is beneficial.
[0037] The setting of the parameter values for the
measurement processing priority and/or the pre-defined
waiting time can be static or dynamic. In case of dynamic
setting, the parameter change can be generally triggered
at any time (i.e. even during an ongoing connection) as
a result of changes of the above mentioned inputs.
[0038] The proposed method according to the inven-
tion or any preferred aspect of the invention has no impact
on the existing 3GPP procedures and requires no chang-
es in the 3GPP standard. The method can be completely
implemented in the network software (for LTE typically
in the evolved Node B (eNB) software). This method in-
sures that at the moment a neighbouring cell/group of
neighbouring cells is added to the measurement config-
uration, the measurement configuration contains only
this particular neighbouring cell/group of neighbouring
cells for a specific period of time, thereby, avoiding the
problem number 3 from the prior art solution.
[0039] The object of the present invention is also
solved by a base station for a mobile cellular network
which is configured to execute the method according to
the present invention or any preferred aspect of the in-
vention. The properties and advantages of the base sta-
tion obviously correspond to the above discussion. The
present invention is also directed to a mobile cellular com-
munication network configured to execute the method
according to the invention or to any preferred aspect of
the invention.
[0040] The inventive procedure of modifications of the
measurement configuration, according to the invention,
is explained in more details in the sequel. The figures
show:

Figure 1: a possible implementation for a measure-
ment procedure of neighbouring cells based
on the 3GPP LTE specification

Figure 2: a modified solution based on the standard
specification according to figure 1.

Figure 3: a block diagram of the respective steps ex-
ecuted by the method according to the
present invention.

[0041] The procedure has several embodiments, de-
noted as MDFx, where x is the embodiment identification
number. For the illustration purposes, the presented pro-
cedure is also depicted in Figure 3.
[0042] At step 1, illustrated by 301 in Figure 3, two pa-
rameters shall be assigned to each configured frequen-
cy-RAT combination: Measurement processing prior-
ity (Prio_x) and Waiting time for measurement
processing (Tproc_x). The values of Prio_x and Tproc_x
can be set based on different inputs, such as:

i. Active service type (voice, video call, data, stream-
ing, etc. or any combination of these). Differentiation
of these services shall preferentially be done via their
Quality of Service (QoS) attributes, i.e. Traffic Class
and Traffic Handling Priority for GSM and UMTS
[3GPP TS 23.107 V11.0.0, "Quality of Service (QoS)
concept and architecture", 2012, ht-
tp://www.3gpp.org] and via its QoS Class Identifier
(QCI) for LTE [3GPP TS 23.203 V12.3.0, "Technical
Specification Group Services and System Aspects;
Policy and charging control architecture", 2013, ht-
tp://www.3gpp.org]. In a further embodiment of this
invention, the QoS attribute Guaranteed Bit-Rate
(GBR) or a combination with the attributes Traffic
Class or QCI shall be used to differentiate between
service types for the definition of "measurement
processing priority", "minimum time for measure-
ment processing", and/or "maximum time for meas-
urement processing".
ii. UE location, mobility and direction of movement.
Information about the location of the UE is available
via Global Positioning System (GPS) measurements
or any similar technology based on signal propaga-
tion times from several satellites as well as from eval-
uation of the radio propagation conditions, i.e. signal
strength and signal quality measurements in the
serving cell. Preferentially long "minimum time for
measurement processing" and long "maximum time
for measurement processing" shall be defined for
UEs that are sufficiently far away from the predicted
cell border and the "measurement processing prior-
ity" shall be defined such that the measurements in
the RAT that generally provides the best perform-
ance are done first. This is typically the upcoming
fifth generation (5G) before LTE/LTE-Advanced
(LTE-A), UMTS and GSM. In particular network ar-
eas this sequence might be different due to traffic
load, propagation or inter-connection aspects.
iii. Signal strength and quality. Preferentially a short
"minimum time for measurement processing" and a
short "maximum time for measurement processing"
shall be defined for UEs of low signal strength and
quality of the serving cell. This setting avoids call
drops in poor radio conditions in which a fast hando-
ver to any better suited cell is beneficial.
iv. Network performance indicators in the serving
cell, neighbouring cell or the whole area where the
UE is located, or any combination of these.
v. User specific traffic profile.
vi. Any combination of the above mentioned or any
other inputs.

[0043] The setting of the parameter values can be stat-
ic or dynamic. In case of dynamic setting, the parameter
change can be generally triggered at any time (i.e. even
during an ongoing connection) as a result of changes of
the above mentioned inputs.
[0044] At step 2, illustrated by 302 in Figure 3, which
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is typically done during establishment of the connection
between the network and the UE, the "measurement
processing timer" shall be set to "expired", and the queu-
ing list "measurement modification queue", as well as
"measurement completed list" in case of embodiment
MDF2, shall be cleared.
[0045] At step 3, illustrated by 303 in Figure 3, each
new frequency-RAT combination that needs to be added
to the measurement configuration shall be added to the
"measurement modification queue".
[0046] In one embodiment of the invention, denoted
as "Modification 1" or MDF1, the algorithm shall check
whether the "measurement processing timer" is running.
If yes, it shall compare the priority of the new frequency-
RAT combination just added to the "measurement mod-
ification queue" (Prio_x_new) with the priority of the fre-
quency-RAT combination last added to the measure-
ment configuration (Prio_x_running), for which the
"measurement processing timer" is still running. If
Prio_x_new > Prio_x_running then the algorithm shall
set the "measurement processing timer" to "expired", re-
move the last added frequency-RAT combination from
the measurement configuration and place it to the "meas-
urement modification queue". With this embodiment it is
assured that a new frequency-RAT combination does not
have to wait for the "measurement processing timer" to
expire if its priority is higher than the priority of the fre-
quency-RAT combination for which the timer is running.
[0047] At step 4, illustrated by 304 in Figure 3 the al-
gorithm shall check whether the "measurement process-
ing timer" is expired. If not, the algorithm shall return to
step 4. If yes, it shall continue with the next step.
[0048] At step 5, illustrated by 305 in Figure 3, the al-
gorithm shall check whether at least one new frequency-
RAT combination is waiting to be added to the measure-
ment configuration, i.e. if there are entries in the "meas-
urement modification queue". If yes, the following sub-
steps shall be performed:

Step 5.1 may be optional. According to an embodi-
ment not illustrated in Figure 3 the procedure may
directly move from step 5 to step 5.2. This practically
means that all frequency-RAT combinations already
contained in the measurement configuration shall be
left unchanged, i.e. shall be further kept in the meas-
urement configuration.

[0049] In step 5.2, illustrated by 305.2 in Figure 3, the
algorithm selects from the "measurement modification
queue" the frequency-RAT combination with the highest
priority, defined by the parameter Measurement
processing priority (Prio_x). If several frequency-RAT
combinations have the same priority the algorithm shall
provide a selection method, e.g. randomly, or by select-
ing the one which is waiting the longest time, or some
other method. If the selected frequency-RAT combina-
tion is already contained in the measurement configura-
tion, it shall be removed from the "measurement modifi-

cation queue" and step 5.2 shall be repeated.
[0050] In step 5.3, illustrated by 305.3 in Figure 3, the
selected frequency-RAT combination is removed from
the "measurement modification queue" and added to the
measurement configuration. Further, the "measurement
processing timer" is set to "running" with the initial value
Tproc_x, corresponding to the value of the parameter
Waiting time for measurement processing of the add-
ed frequency-RAT combination. After step 5.3 is finished
the procedure will jump directly to step 3.
[0051] If no new frequency-RAT combinations are
waiting to be added to the measurement configuration,
i.e. if the "measurement modification queue" is empty,
the following steps shall be performed. Step 5.5, not il-
lustrated in Figure 3, will jump directly to step 3. This
practically means that the measurement configuration
shall be left unchanged.
[0052] In one embodiment of the invention denoted as
"Modification 2" or MDF2 and exactly presented in figure
3 the following changes with respect to the steps 5.1 and
5.5 shall be done.
[0053] In step 5.1 (MDF2), illustrated by 305.1 in Figure
3, the frequency-RAT combinations, which are already
contained in the measurement configuration, are deleted
from the measurement configuration and added to the
"measurement completed list".
[0054] In step 5.5 (MDF 2), illustrated by 305.5 in Fig-
ure 3, the algorithm shall add all the frequency-RAT com-
binations from the "measurement completed list" to the
measurement configuration. In the following, the "meas-
urement completed list" shall be cleared. The algorithm
shall provide a method to avoid adding multiple instances
of the same frequency-RAT combinations to the meas-
urement configuration. After step 5.5 (MDF 2) is finished
the procedure will jump directly to step 3.
[0055] Steps 1-3 and 4-5 can also be realised as inde-
pendent parallel processes. In this case, step 3 is an
endless loop, i.e. after all step 3 procedures are finished,
the algorithm starts again in step 3.
[0056] In one embodiment of the invention, denoted
as "Modification 3" or MDF3, after the measurement re-
port has been received by the network, the network may
decide to change the measurement configuration even
if "measurement processing timer" is still running. The
decision can be based on different conditions, as ex-
plained in the description above. In this embodiment, a
process which is running in parallel with the processes
described above can be used to set the "measurement
processing timer" to expired in order to trigger the mod-
ification of the measurement configuration. This process
contains three steps. In step 1, illustrated by 311 in Figure
3, the algorithm checks if the measurement report has
been sent during the running time of the "measurement
processing timer". If not, the algorithm goes to the begin-
ning of step 1, illustrated by 311 in Figure 3. If yes, the
algorithm goes to step 2, illustrated by 312 in Figure 3,
where it checks if the conditions to change the measure-
ment configuration are fulfilled. If not, the algorithm goes
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to the beginning of step 1, illustrated by 311 in Figure 3.
If yes, the algorithm goes to step 3, illustrated by 313 in
Figure 3. In this step the algorithm sets the "measurement
processing timer" to expired and goes to the beginning
of the step 1, illustrated by 311 in Figure 3.
[0057] The proposed method can also be extended to
cases where the UE has multiple receivers used to per-
form measurements of several frequency-RAT combina-
tions in parallel. In this case, each measurement unit shall
be assigned a number of frequency-RAT configurations,
which is a subset of the complete set of frequency-RAT
configurations defined in the serving cell. This assign-
ment of the frequency-RAT combinations to specific
measurement units shall be done by the network. The
above presented method is then applied on the sub-set
of frequency-RAT combinations within each measure-
ment unit independently.

Summary of the Inventive Steps

[0058]

• Introduction of a prioritisation of frequency-RAT
combinations for target cell measurements that are
executed in state-of-the-art technologies.

• This is achieved by a sequential and delayed addi-
tion of frequency-RAT combinations to the measure-
ment configuration applied in these prior art solu-
tions.

• Two parameters are introduced, the first one "meas-
urement processing priority" to define the order of
priority in which the frequency-RAT combinations
are included into the measurement configuration.
The second parameter "waiting time for measure-
ment processing" realises a penalty timer. Only after
expiry of this timer, a new frequency-RAT combina-
tion may be added to the measurement configura-
tion.

• A procedure that ranks the frequency-RAT combi-
nations waiting to be added to the measurement con-
figuration according to their priority defined by the
parameter "measurement processing priority".

• Assigning of values to both parameters for each fre-
quency-RAT combination based on multiple input
data, such as service type, location, mobility and di-
rection of movement of the UE, receive signal
strength and quality, network performance indicators
in the considered network area, and user specific
traffic profile, or any combination of these inputs.

• A procedure that sets the "measurement processing
timer" to "expired" during establishment of the con-
nection.

• A procedure that further clears the queuing lists
"measurement modification queue" and "measure-
ment completed list".

• A procedure that adds each new frequency-RAT
combination to be added to the measurement con-
figuration to the "measure modification queue".

• A timer based procedure to decide on adding new
frequency-RAT combinations to the measurement
configuration.

• A procedure that adds a quality based threshold of
the received signal to decide on adding or exchang-
ing frequency-RAT combinations and combines this
quality based threshold with the signal strength
threshold of prior art solutions via an AND or an OR
conjunction.

• A procedure which sets the value of the "measure-
ment processing timer" to expired if the frequency-
RAT combination last added to the "measurement
modification queue" has higher priority than the fre-
quency-RAT combination for which the "measure-
ment processing timer" is running. In this case, the
frequency-RAT combination for which the "measure-
ment processing timer" is running is removed from
the measurement configuration and placed back to
the "measurement modification queue".

• Before a neighbour and/or frequency-RAT combina-
tion is added from the "measurement modification
queue" to the measurement configuration, all neigh-
bours and/or frequency-RAT combinations already
contained in the measurement configuration are de-
leted from it and placed to the "measurement com-
pleted list". Once the "measurement processing tim-
er" has expired and the "measurement modification
queue" is empty, all the neighbours and/or frequen-
cy-RAT combinations in the "measurement complet-
ed list" shall be added to the measurement configu-
ration and the "measurement completed list" shall
be cleared.

• A procedure which sets the "measurement process-
ing timer" to expired if the network has received a
measurement report from the UE and it needs im-
mediately to change the measurement configuration
while the "measurement processing timer" is run-
ning.

Claims

1. A method for the measurement of neighbouring cells
in a cellular mobile telecommunication network
wherein the network defines a measurement config-
uration including a list of neighbouring cells to be
measured by a user equipment and which is regu-
larly sent to the user equipment in preparation of a
cell handover,
characterized in
that the network adds at least one neighbouring cell
or at least one group of neighbouring cells to the list
included in the measurement configuration depend-
ent on an individual measurement processing prior-
ity of the neighbouring cell/group of neighbouring
cells and a predefined waiting time.

2. A method according to claim 1, characterized in
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that a measurement processing timer starts after ad-
dition of at least one neighbouring cell/group of
neighbouring cells to the measurement configuration
and expires after the predefined waiting time wherein
a neighbouring cell/group of neighbouring cells can
only be added to the measurement configuration af-
ter the timer has already expired.

3. The method according to claim 1 or 2, characterized
in that a measurement processing time is individu-
ally configured for at least one neighbouring cell or
a group of neighbouring cells by the network and the
predefined waiting time is adjusted to the individual
measurement processing time of the neighbouring
cell/the group of neighbouring cells which has been
most recently added to the measurement configura-
tion.

4. The method according to any of the preceding
claims, characterized in that the measurement
configuration is sent to the user equipment after ad-
dition of a neighbouring cell/group of neighbouring
cells to the measurement configuration.

5. The method according to any of the preceding
claims, characterized in that a group of neighbour-
ing cells is defined by a certain combination of the
cell frequency and the supported cell radio access
technology.

6. The method according to any of the proceeding
claims, characterized in that a measurement mod-
ification queue is defined at the network to which
neighbouring cells/groups of neighbouring cells to
be measured by the user equipment are dynamically
added wherein the method selects the neighbouring
cell/group of neighbouring cells with the highest pri-
ority from the queue and adds the selected neigh-
bouring cell/group of neighbouring cells to the meas-
urement configuration after the predefined waiting
time.

7. The method according to claim 6 characterized in
that the method compares the individual measure-
ment processing priority of a new neighbouring
cell/group of neighbouring cells to be added to the
measurement modification queue against the indi-
vidual measurement processing priority of the neigh-
bouring cell/group of neighbouring cells currently
measured by the user equipment or most recently
added to the measurement configuration and pref-
erably immediately adds said new neighbouring
cell/group of neighbouring cells to the measurement
configuration if its priority is higher than the priority
of the currently measured or most recently added
neighbouring cell/group of neighbouring cells.

8. The method according to any of the preceding claims

characterized in that in case a new neighbouring
cell/group of neighbouring cells is added to the
measurement configuration all or at least some of
the neighbouring cells/groups of neighbouring cells
already included in the list of the measurement con-
figuration are temporarily deleted from the list and
preferably transferred to a measurement completed
list at the network side.

9. The method according to claim 8 characterized in
that the method copies the neighbouring
cells/groups of neighbouring cells included in the
measurement completed list to the measurement
configuration if the measurement modification queue
is empty.

10. The method according to any of the claims 8 or 9
characterized in that the measurement completed
list and/or the measurement modification queue are
cleared before the transfer of all or at least some of
the neighbouring cells/groups of neighbouring cells
already included in the list of the measurement con-
figuration to a measurement completed list.

11. The method according to any of the preceding claims
characterized in that after receipt of a measure-
ment report sent from the user equipment to the net-
work either a change of the measurement configu-
ration is blocked until expiry of the predefined waiting
time or is allowed if at least one defined condition is
fulfilled, in particular in case the measured signal lev-
el and/or quality of the reported neighbouring cell is
higher than a pre-defined threshold and/or the
number of detected and reported neighbouring cells
of one group of neighbouring cells during the indi-
vidual measurement processing time is higher than
a pre-defined threshold.

12. The method according to any of the preceding claims
characterized in that the measurement processing
priority and/or the predefined waiting time, in partic-
ular the individual measurement processing time,
are configured dependent on at least one of the fol-
lowing conditions: the active service type of the user
equipment and/or the current location of the user
equipment and/or the current mobility of the user
equipment and/or the current moving direction of the
user equipment and/or the signal strength and qual-
ity measured by the user equipment for the currently
serving cell and/or a user specific traffic profile and/or
network performance indicators in the serving cell
and/or neighbouring cell and/or the whole area
where the user equipment is located.

13. The method according to any one of the preceding
claims characterized in that the configuration of the
measurement processing priority and/or the pre-de-
fined waiting time, in particular the individual meas-
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urement processing time, is static or dynamic where-
in in case of a dynamic configuration the change of
the parameters may be triggered by a change of the
conditions according to claim 12.

14. A base station for a mobile cellular network config-
ured to execute the method according to any of the
preceding claims.

15. A mobile cellular communication network configured
to execute the method according to any of the pre-
ceding claims.
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